From milk to magnets in Connecticut
operations of Graphic Promotions. Erik and Michael sell typical signs, banners, magnets, vehicle
lettering, name badges and more.
They all know the value of up-sell and adding
products such as magnets to their existing product line. “It’s a lot easier to sell additional products
to an existing customer than it is to find a new
one,” says Allen Petersen.

Erik Petersen, Michael Laiuppa & Allen Petersen

Erik, finds that short-run magnets and promoA.C. Petersen Farms has been a central Connecticut institution since the early 1900’s. Andrew

items are an easy up-sell and are easy to produce
on his Gerber EDGE and Gerber plotter.

C. Petersen started the business with one milk delivery route in 1914 and expanded that opportunity into farming, milk and dairy production, and
restaurant operations. The Petersen name has
always been synonymous with quality, and that
holds true for the Petersen’s new venture. In 2001,
the Petersens retired from the dairy business and
purchased a local embroidery business.

Third

generation Allen C. Petersen runs AdEmbroidery
where he creates any type of embroidered promotional item you can think of.
In 2006 he purchased a local shop and named it
Graphic Promotions.

In 2009 they began offer-

ing signs and banners as many of their customers
were not happy with their current suppliers.
Both business are located at “Petersen Farm”
in a quaint rural area of just outside of East Granby CT. Allen’s son Erik is the chief screen printer
and assists in the embroidery shop. He has taken
over many of the graphic design duties and works

Day Hill Kennels Dog Bone promo magnets

Erik prints and cuts the graphics from the
GerberMag II (www.gspinc.com/magnet).

closely with Michael Laiuppa in the day-to-day
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Erik

From milk to magnets in Connecticut
now has an inexpensive personalized promotional
item that he can up-sell to his customer.
The Gerber EDGE makes magnet production
possible for the quantities the typical sign customer needs; 500 or less. Clients love the magnets for their staff, to give to their customers,

Day Hill Kennels Magnet

schedules, local farm-stand refrigerator magnets
and business card magnets.
“The EDGE allows us to provide our customers
with high-quality graphics and promotional items
Erik Petersen running the Day Hill Magnet job

or just for their own use.

easily and quickly, which makes us money. One

“Often our customers

of the key reasons we chose Gerber is the tech

never even thought of having magnets made for

support. Without someone who can get you up

their business,” says Erik. “They really appreciate
me suggesting it. I’m surprised how many I sell,
and how often they reorder them. It’s a growing

and running quickly, all the fancy equipment in the
world is worthless. With the tech support from
Gerber we are covered at all times,” says Allen Pe-

part of our business.”
Day Hill Kennels, is one of Graphic Promotions’s
best magnet customers. Erik says, “I will run up
to 500 dog bone magnets for Day Hill and before
you know it they want more. It’s a great way for

tersen.
To find out more about Gerber magnet, go to
www.gspinc.co/magnet.

them to keep their business name and number in
front of their customer. Everybody has a magnet
in their house, on their refrigerator, or in their cubicle, so why not buy it from me!” says Erik.
Other magnets Erik produces include real estate office magnets with the

various baseball
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